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Note: Section-A is compulsory. Answer to short questions 
should be completed in around 80 to 100 words each. 
Answers to long answer type questions should be 
completed in around 800 words. Attempt one question 
each from Section B, C, D and E.
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SECTION-A 
(iTTy-M) 

Compulsory Question 

(arPrapf uft )
1. All questions are compulsory. Question (i) to (vi) carry 

one mark each and questions (vii) to (x) carry two 
marks each.
(i) In the normal distribution curve skewness is.

(a) 66%
(b) 33%
(c) 1
(d) 0

(ii) Find the odd one out
(a) Percentile
(b) Deviation
(c) Decile
(d) Quartile.

(iii) "An increase in population will lead to shortage of 
food grains" is an example of negative correlation.

(True/False)
(iv) Nominal scale of measurement is applied to obtained 

non-parametric data. (True/False)
(v) A statistical measure based upon sample is called 

as ..
(vi) If the data are plotted on a graph and a bell shaped 

curve is obtained, it is an indication of..
(6x1=6)
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(vii) Differentiate between parametric and non-parametric 
tests.

(viii) Briefly explain the importance of normal probability 
curve.

(ix) Explain the uses of correlation.
(x) Differentiate between percentile and percentile ranks.

(4x2=8)
KKtTO SjfWf t,TO (i) 3 (vi) WKvfaTO 1 TO 
KTT $ afk TO (vii) 3 (x) TO TO 2 TO mi $1
(i) TORT fTOKT TO fKKTO t

(KT) 66%
(15) 33%
C7!) 1
W 0

(ii) TO trvnsn Kfa TH TOK t?

(K>)
(m) faTOK
(K) TOKT
(V)

(in) ‘^IWn 3 IWFtf 3 KTKt Kt Wft’ KK TO
KPIRTO WIN KTT dqSVJI $1 (TO/3TTO)

(iv) TO KR} RN TO1H
Wtt fam tot ii (^/3roq)

(v) m^t arrmfar wfafat^ to mt____ wtot^i

(vi) Kfn tzr to ki arfafaci fam tot t kk nm
mV! Kt 'Ati+h mr ^sb ktkt t?ldi i? m? mr 
ifaK ti
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(vii) 3HK

(vii) wh wrar W F’sh 3 WW
^tf^l

(ix) wfcfa 3#i own
(x) w^ sfk vfwfta jpw 3rr pre

SECTION-B 
(13UT-<)

2. (i) Explain the uses of ogive. 6
(ii) Explain the concept of percentile ranks and its uses.

8
(i) cffaT *5WJT
(H) TrfcWcftn «fk w# ^rnhr

^nw

3. Calculate Cumulative frequency for the following data 
and draw a cumulative frequency curve.

Class Interval Frequency
46-50 23
41-45 34
36-40 45
31-35 32
26-30 56
21-25 67
16-20 43
11-15 32
6-10 21
1-5 11 14
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fanfoifisld aqfett Wft Tt WI 
sfa p^ft w W^i

M 3^1^^l<dl

46-50 23
41-45 34
36-40 45
31-35 32
26-30 56
21-25 67
16-20 43
11-15 32
6-10 21
1-5 11

SECTION-C 

(WTW-P)

4. (i) Differentiate skewness and kurtosis in any 
distribution. 6

(ii) What is normal probability curve (NPC)? Give its 
applications. 8

(i) faptfaro 3fwrar sfk ^4di Pk srei pre

(ii) PHFT PHT^I W (NPC) W 3T$Ribl
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5. In a sample of 1000 cases the mean of a certain test is 
14.40 and cr is 2.50. Assuming normality of distribution.

(i) How many individual score between 12 and 16? 5

(ii) How many score above 18 and below 8? 5

(iii) What are the chances that any individual selected at 
random will score above 15? 4

1000 Htof 3 3 rtton nftol -RTWT

14.40 sfa o- 2.50 II tom HFrt ^1

(i) 12 sfk 16 rt tort I tor ton

I?

(ii) 18 3 tortf I tor ton I? sfa 8 rt rtrt?

(iii)3 ^rt rt -qftoi I to$ 3 tonn

©trfjRf 15 aw 3tt<t tom?

SECTION-D 

(w-3)

6. (i) Differentiate between product moment and rank 
difference method of correlation. 4

(ii) Compute correlation between two sets of square by 
applying Spearman method? 10

Score-I 58 62 64 55 57 67 43 56 78 67

Score-II 65 45 34 67 64 57 48 59 60 72
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(i) 'bl ft! 3T?R "fafu 41'M

3RR
(ii) <41^4 WcT cTT   !2 

WW W : 
T^k-I 58 62 64 55 57 67 43 56 78 67

*789

■Rik-n 65 45 34 67 64 57 48 59 60 72

7. Compute correlation between two sets of scores given in 
Q. No. 6 (ii) by applying product moment method. 14 

3^ $PT fafa W. 3IT4 WIT 6 (ii)
7FHT ^t'l

SECTION-E 

(W-^)

8. (i) What are the levels of significance? Explain with 
examples. 6

(ii) Explain the concept of Standard Error of Mean. 
How is this useful in inferential statistics. 8

(i) w t? ^r«r ww

(ii) ■rt«t w@qr

9. (i) Define and illustrate the concepts of Type-I and 
Type-II Errors. 6
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(ii) Given a sample with Mean = 25.70; cr = 4.25 and 
N = 100.
(a) Compute the .95 confidence intervals for the

mean. 4
(b) Compute the .99 confidence intervals for the

true mean. 4
(i) w-i sfa W-h qfwiftid

(ii) -RTWJ = 25.70; a = 4.25 3?k N = 100

f^T t :

(U) W«T ftflWWdl 3fcRTrT .95 "TOT

(H) ^TRlfw ferwwi 3R7TW .99

w=n
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